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Ralph finds a conch shell, and when he blows it the other boys gather together. Ralph, whom the other boys choose as
chief, leads Jack and another boy, Simon, on an expedition to explore the island. After they start the fire, Piggy loses his
temper and criticizes the other boys for.

Following a further review, the book was eventually published as Lord of the Flies. Ralph, who is the
protagonist of the story, struggles to maintain vestiges of civilization against the call of human nature and
savagery. Any sense of order or safety is permanently eroded when Roger, now sadistic, deliberately drops a
boulder from his vantage point above, killing Piggy and shattering the conch. In Lord of the Flies by William
Golding, there are many instances where a strong leader was needed to keep the group domesticated, however
their leader was not a natural leader and did not carry the group as they needed. In the novel, Lord of the Flies,
William Golding tells the story of a group of boys on an island left alone to survive without adult supervision
after their plane crashed. Before creating this novel, William had experience in the navy where he learned of
the nature of mankind. Jack mocks Ralph for not wanting to hunt, claiming that it stems from cowardice, but
when the boys see what they believe to be the beast they run away. Receiving no support, Jack storms off
alone to form his own tribe. However, the strongest character may not be the best choice. Simon leaves to sit
in the open space that he found earlier. After an emergency landing, Golding places a diverse group of boys on
the island that soon turns out to be anything but utopia. Following a long chase, most of the island is
consumed in flames. Table of Contents Plot Overview In the midst of a raging war, a plane evacuating a group
of schoolboys from Britain is shot down over a deserted tropical island. He insists that the fire is the most
important thing on the island, for it is their one chance for rescue, and declares that the only place where they
should have a fire is on the mountaintop. Simon climbs the mountain alone and discovers that the "beast" is
the dead parachutist. The island can act as a democratic government, demonstrate knowledge, and each
character can demonstrate an aspect of adult society. A good leadership can help a group perform better,
where as a bad leadership could ultimately bring the group down. Ralph, Jack, and another boy, Simon, set off
on an expedition to explore the island. Ralph manages to escape, but Sam and Eric are tortured by Roger until
they agree to join Jack's tribe. Later, encountering the bloody, fly-covered head, Simon has a terrible vision,
during which it seems to him that the head is speaking. An Oligarchy is a small group of people having control
of a country or organization. Jack and Ralph, who are increasingly at odds, travel up the mountain. In this
story many signs of symbolism are used by Golding to point out certain aspects of society that Golding
thought strongly of. He crawls to the entrance of Jack's camp, where Sam and Eric are now stationed as
guards, and they give him some meat and urge him to leave. The strongest however, become the greater
influences, which others tend to follow. Although it did not have great success after being releasedâ€”selling
fewer than three thousand copies in the United States during before going out of printâ€”it soon went on to
become a best-seller. Jack says that Ralph is a coward and that he should be removed from office, but the
other boys refuse to vote Ralph out of power. Jack agrees with Ralph, for the existence of rules means the
existence of punishment for those who break them, but Piggy reprimands Jack for his lack of concern over
long-term issues of survival. Ralph hides near Castle Rock, where he can see the other boys, whom he no
longer recognizes as civilized English boys but as savages. When dissipated, these roles can turn into
scourges. With the hunters closely behind him, Ralph trips and falls. Piggy learns the purpose of the attack:
they came to steal his glasses. A ship travels by the island, but without the boys' smoke signal to alert the
ship's crew, the vessel continues without stopping. William Golding conducts the ultimate thought of
experimenting human nature. Jack organises his choir into a hunting party responsible for discovering a food
source. The youngest of the boys, known generally as the "littluns," spend most of the day searching for fruit
to eat. He thinks that the boys have only been playing games, and he scolds them for not behaving in a more
organized and responsible manner as is the British custom. Furious, Ralph accosts Jack, but the hunter has just
returned with his first kill, and all the hunters seem gripped with a strange frenzy, reenacting the chase in a
kind of wild dance. While Jack tries to hunt pigs, Ralph orchestrates the building of shelters for the boys. They
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obey, but before they have finished the task, most of them have slipped away to join Jack. On their expedition
they determine that they are, in fact, on a deserted island and decide that they need to find food. Sam and Eric,
the twins responsible for watching the fire at night, are asleep and do not see the parachutist land.


